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The Historical Development of Medial 
fee/ and /oo/ in Hausa 
PAUL NEWMAN 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a number of discoveries have been made concerning the 
historical development of Hausa consonants (see summary in Newman 
1977: 13 -14 ). These findings, taken in the context of broader comparative 
Chadic studies, have pennitted us to relate Hausa to its sister languages 
in a systematic way, identify true cognates, and thus come to an under-
standing of the likely consonant system of Proto-Hausa and of the nature 
and sequence of various changes that have taken place from then to the 
present. 
By contrast, Hausa vowels (like vowels in comparative Chadic work 
in general) have been terribly neglected. The pioneer work on West Chadic 
vowels by Schuh (1978), however, finally provides the much-needed 
impetus for the historical study of Hausa vowels as well as the essential 
foundation on which such study can be based. While the major concern 
of Schuh's study is the Bole group (his "Bole-Tangale" group), he also 
discusses Hausa in some detail and outlines what in his opinion the Proto-
Hausa vowel system is most likely to have been. The purpose of the pre-
sent paper is to carry forward Schuh's work by providing a more accurate 
picture of the Proto-Hausa vowel system and a more detailed account 
of subsequent historical developments. This historical analysis also leads 
to a natural phonological explanation for morphologically conditioned 
cases of ablaut and vowel alternation in present-day Hausa. The central 
question treated in this paper concerns the origin and development of the 
vowels ee and oo in medial position, for which I propose to provide an 
• This work was supported by an NSF grant BNS77-16841 , awarded to the Center 
for Applied Linguistics. I am grateful to Russell Schuh for having provided me with 
the full text of an as yet unpublished conference paper (Schuh 1978), without which 
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integrated, internally consistent model. I should emphasize internally 
consistent, since the historical model being presented is based primarily 
on internal reconstruction and only secondarily on comparative evidence. 
1. PROTO-HAUSA VOWEL SYSTEM 
A major methodological/conceptual advance in Schuh's study is the 
realization that the "vowel system" of Proto-Bole (and presumably that 
of Proto-West Chadic and even Proto-Chadic) is really a composite of co-
existing vowel systems within the same language depending on the position 
of the vowels within the word. In initial position, Proto-Bole (PB) is recon-
structed with 2 vowels, •; and •a, while in final position it is reconstructed 
with S vowels, •;, •e, •a, •o, •u. In neither position is length distinctive. 
the normal realization being short.1 In medial position, on the other hand, 
length has to be taken into account. Here, PB is reconstructed with 2 short 
vowels, •;ju and •a, and S long vowels, •;;, •ee, •aa, •oo, •uu (•ii and •ee 
being reconstructed on systematic rather than comparative grounds). 
Since Hausa and Bole are sister groups within the same subbranch of 
Chadic - Hausa being I.A.l and Bole I.A.2 according to the Newman 
(1977) classification - one would expect the vowel systems of Proto-Hausa 
(PH) and PB to be similar, although not necessarily identical. In initial 
position, PH does seem to match PB exactly in having the same two vowels 
only, •; and •a. In present-day Hausa this system is obscured because the 
language no longer has vowels initially, all words now obligatorily beginning 
with a consonant. It is easy to demonstrate, however, that at an earlier 
period Hausa did allow vowel-initial words and that the present-day phono-
tactic restriction was achieved by the phonemicization of[?] and [h] (see 
Newman 1976), e.g. ?idoo 'eye' < •;do, cf. Karekare ido; hancii 'nose' 
< •ant in , cf. Pa'a atin. 2 
Similarly , it seems reasonable to postulate S vowels in final position for 
PH, •;, •e, •a, •o, -U, and to match these with the corresponding PB final 
vowels. Although cognates between Hausa and Bole group languages are 
hard to find for some of the vowels (especially /e/), the internal and com-
parative evidence taken as a whole supports the view that all S vowels were 
fully phonemic in PH and that they had been inherited as such from a 
much earlier period. Synchronically, all S final vowels of Hausa exhibit 
a length distinction, and in nouns, at least, the long vowels clearly have 
the unmarked value. As suggested independently by Greenberg (1978) 
and Schuh (1978), these long vowels (and the resulting length contrast) 
can best be explained, not phonologically, but in terms of a historical 
morphological development from a lost article.3 In PH, we can assume 
that the final vowels were short, as postulated for PB. 
Regarding the medial vowels, Schuh notes that correspondences between 
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Hausa and the Bole group are difficult to establish (this also being true 
for some vowels even within the Bole group). Nevertheless, he claims that 
the PH medial vowel system is likely to have been the same as that of PB, 
i.e. containing one high and one low short vowel plus S long vowels. In 
this case, Schuh is probably wrong. Whether the medial vowel system 
reconstructed for PB is correct or not - and I have my doubts - this could 
not have been what the PH system looked like. It is true that modern 
Hausa has come to have a medial vowel system strikingly similar to the 
postulated PB one, but I would nevertheless propose that the proto-lan-
guage had a very different system. Specifically, in place of the system 
with 2 short and S long vowels, I would propose a simple system based on 
3 vowels, *i, *a, "'u, all of which could occur either long or short. 
J.l. Medial short vowels 
In a rich and highly imaginative treatment of Hausa phonology, Parsons 
(1970) argues that, synchronically speaking, Hausa can be analyzed as 
having .only 2 underlying medial (i.e. non-final) short vowels: a high vowel 
l/U and a low vowel a. The claim is that medial i and u are non-contrastive 
variants of the same phoneme, the surface realization depending on the 
nature of the adjacent consonant(s). The difference in the first syllable of 
pairs such as buddq/bidaq 'bespatter'/'seek', turda/cirda 'dye'/'lift up', 
zumda/jimda 'honey' /'delay', sungaa/shingee 'throw' /'termite', g!Jdaa/gidaa 
'unit'/'house' is thus said to lie in the consonants and not in the difference 
between i and u as traditionally described. 
Schuh (1978) enthusiastically endores Parsons' analysis, not only as 
the synchronic tour de force that it is, but also as an accurate historical 
picture. But on closer look, it becomes clear that Parsons' analysis cannot 
be accepted so readily. 
In the first place, the analysis presents a number of serious problems 
that cast doubt about its adequacy even at the purely synchronic level. 
For example, in treating palatals, Parsons' system requires that the identi· 
cal syllable l/i] in jikii 'body' and in na-miji 'male' be analyzed phonemi-
cally in opposite ways: /ii + /I/U/ in the first case, /z/ + /if in the second. 
Worse still, in a trisyllabic word such as bincikaa 'inquire into', it is impossi-
ble to account for the [c ], since Parsons doesn't have underlying palatal con· 
sonants except in initial position, but neither can he have it conditioned 
by the following [i], which is merely a surface variant of the neutral vowel 
/l/U/. A different kind of problem is seen in the dialect variants sanii = 
shinda 'to know' or sa6ii = shi6da 'teasing cotton' (parallel to barii = birda 
'to leave'), where Parsons (1970:287) is forced to appeal to a "supraseg-
mental Y ·coloration change" to account for the shinda/shi6da fonns since 
the obvious explanation, i.e. vowel metathesis followed by automatic 
palatalization of the /sf in the environment of a front vowel, runs counter 
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to his theory. 
In the second place, Parsons' analysis is historically at odds with the 
internal and comparative evidence, which supports the idea that medial 
/i/ and /u/ were in contrast.4 However one might view Parsons' phono.. 
logical approach for a synchronic analysis of Hausa, historically the con. 
trast in pairs such as zumiia/jimiza clearly lay with the vowels while the dif. 
ference in the consonants was conditioned and secondary .5 Examples of 
palatal consonants reflecting an alveolar in the environment of what must 
be considered a distinctively high front medial vowel include jikii 'bodyll 
< *ziki, cf. Bole ziwo; jika 'become wet' < *zlka, cf. Kanakuru yeke; 
ciri 'pull out' (pre-noun form) < *tiri, cf. Galambu tJl- (cf. tunkiy1111 
'sheep' < •tumki, where the /t/ preceding /u/ has not palatalized). I con. 
elude, therefore, that PH did have a contrast between medial short /i/ and 
/u/ and that it thus had 3, not 2, short vowel phonemes in medial position. 
*i, •a, •u, all three of which could presumably occur in closed as well as 
open sylla~les. 
1.2. Medial long vowels 
In medial position Hausa has 5 long vowels, ii, ee, aa, oo, uu. 6 (The 
description and discussion here refer only to open syllables since Hausa 
does not allow long vowels in closed syllables.) Since all five of these 
vowels occur freely and in contrast in normal, native words, it would 
seem reasonable to reconstruct them as such for PH and to match them 
with the corresponding long vowels reconstructed for PB. There are, how-
ever, phonotactic co-occurrence patterns concerning the mid vowels 
ee and oo which previously have not been noted, but which are of critical 
historical importance. 
If one takes a list of common Hausa nouns of the form CVCV, e.g. 
Parsons (n.d.), one finds that almost all the nouns with a mid vowel as 
the first vowel also have a mid vowel as the final vowel_, e.g. beebee 'mute\ 
geeroo 'millet', toozoo 'hump', zoobee 'ring'. There are exceptions~ e.g. 
reemaa 'coney', goonaa 'farm', but these are few. Conversely, nouns with 
ii or uu in the first syllable normally do not end in a mid vowel. Words 
such as riigaa 'gown', kiifii 'fish', buuraa 'penis', tituluu 'water-pot', and 
suurii 'ant-hill' are common while jiigoo 'pole of shadoor and tuushee 
'base', for example, are phonotactically unusual. Thus, rather than being 
completely independent, as generally assumed, the long mid vowels and 
the long high vowels can be seen to be in partial complementary distribu· 
tion, depending on the nature of the (historically stable) final vowel. 
Synchronically the mid and high vowels are clearly contrastive; but in 
most cases this contrast can be explained by one natural historical process 
or another, leaving very few examples unaccounted for. I would suggest, 
therefore, that ee and oo did not exist as separate phonemes in PH, but 
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rather were simply allophones of ii and uu, respectively. In other words, 
PH had 3 (not 5) medial long vowels, corresponding to the 3 short vowels 
also occurring in that position. 
2. THE ORIGIN OF ee AND 00 
2.1. The medial mid vowels that are now found in Hausa have three 
sources, one phonologically regular, the other two sporadic, but important 
in bringing about phonemic contrast. The major source of the mid vowels 
was the assimilation of long ii and uu to a mid vowel in the following 
(final) syllable, i.e. 
(1) •v > 
[ +high] +long 
v 
[::~] 
I ... v 
[+mid) 
Presumed examples of words having undergone this change are: 
(2) *biibe > 
*kiiso > 
beebee 'mute' 
keesoo 'mat' 
•tuuzo 
•zuube 
> toozoo 
> zoobee 
'hump' 
'ring' 
The rule did not apply to short i and u, which explains why short e and 
o do not occur medially in Hausa even though these vowels do occur short 
in final position. In looking at cognates, one fmds that the long mid vowels 
commonly correspond to short vowels elsewhere, e.g. 
(3) Hausa Other West Chadic 
'spit' too fee Bole mfu 
'hare' zoomoo Kulere sumi>r 
'spew' [eesoo Kirfi fish-
'hut' beenee Goemai pin 
If the sound law as formulated in (1) is basically correct, then the medial 
*i's and *u's in the above examples would have already had to have been 
long when the lowering took place. What we do not know is whether pre-
PH underwent a lengthening rule •; and •u > ii and uu (under certain 
circumstances to be determined) or whether the long high vowels in these 
cases represent retentions from Proto-West Chadic which were lost in the 
other languages. 
The vowel lowering was presumably an automatic phonological rule. 
Apparent exceptions are thus due to changes affecting either the medial 
vowel or the fmal vowel that occurred after this very early rule. For 
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example, the addition of the feminine endings -(iy)aa and -(uw)aa (see 
Newman 1979), which resulted in long mid vowels occurring before i/u 
instead of the expected e/o, must have taken place after the lowering rule 
had already had its effect, e.g. 
(4) tooliyaa 'tuft' < *toole-aa < *tuule 
beeguwaa 'porcupine' < *beego-aa < *biigo 
tootilwaa 'pulp' < *tooto-aa < *tuuto 
cf. duuduwaa 'a song' < *duudu-aa < *duudu 
Examples of long high vowels followed by a mid vowel that have not 
changed are most often uu's that have developed from a VC sequence 
(Klingenheben 1927 /28) after the lowering rule was no longer operational, 
e.g. 
(5) tuushee (not ??tooshee) 'base'< *tukwse (cf. pl. tukwaasuu) 
juucee (not ??joocee) 'communal contribution' < *zibte (cf. N. 
dialect form i ibcee) 
duutsee (not ??dootsee) 'stone'< *duwce (cf. pl.duwdatsuu) 
Other examples include new creations (e.g. kuuree 'male hyena'< kuuraa 
'hyena'), sporadic lengthening (e.g. buushiyaa 'hedgehog' < bushiyaa < 
*buse),7 and loanwords (e.g.dattiijo 'gentleman', from Fula). 
2.2. A second source of the mid vowels has been the sporadic change 
of long aa to ee/oo following palatal(ized) and labialized consonants, 
respectively. While the more systematic changes in Hausa concern the 
effect of vowels on consonants (see sec. 1.1), the opposite does also 
take place, e.g. 
(6) cee;aa 'crowing of cock'< and = caafaa . 
c 'eereeriyaa 'brown bean' < *c 'aaraariyaa 
Compare this Sokoto dialect form with the initial palatal c' with the 
Standard Hausa tsaararriyaa, where the aa in the environment of the 
alveolar ts ( = [ s 1) does not front. 
(7) ceediyaa 'fig tree'< *caadiyaa (< *caade) 
Note the plural form ceedalf;uu, normally limited to nouns with a long 
aa in the first syllable. 
(8) jeejii 'bush' < *jaajii (<and = daajii) 
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It is standard to relate the two variants jeejii/daajii by a sporadic vowel 
change of aa to ee, followed by automatic palatalization of the initial 
d to j. I would suggest that the order of change could just as easily have 
been the reverse, i.e. initial d went to j anticipating the j in the second 
syllable, followed by the aa > ee change in the environment of the two 
palatals. 
(9) goonaa 'farm' <and = gwaanaa 
koodtia 'kidney' <and = kwaadtia 
2.3. The third source of ee/oo has been the sporadic monophthongiza-
tion of ai and, less often, au, a recent process that is still in evidence, e.g. 
(10) seemaa 'container' < and =saimaa 
deentia 'cease' < and = daintia 
loomtia 'morsel' < and = laumtia 
dookii 'horse' < *daukii ( < *dawki, cf. pl. dawaakii) 
2.4. With the establishment of ee and oo as distinct phonemes, their inci-
dence has continued to increase, especially due to the addition of loan-
words, e.g. 
(11) tee/a 
f eegi 
'tailor' 
'peg' 
moottia 
jOO/l 
'automobile' 
'judge' 
2.5. The most important unexplained oo is the one that is found in the 
oCi plural formation, e.g. tsuu/aa 'blue monkey', pl. tsuuloolii; jiiktia 
'grandchild', pl. jiikookii. This, however, is probably not so much a prob-
lem of phonology as it is of historical morphology, i.e. how to account 
for the development of this particular plural formation, which, as Parsons 
(1975:439) has claimed on other grounds, is almost certainly historically 
recent. 
3. SYNCRONIC VOWEL ALTERNATIONS INVOLVING THE MID VOWELS 
The effects of conditioned historical sound changes are often to be seen 
synchronically in grammatically conditioned ablaut. Or, to put it different-
ly, synchronic morphological alternations often have as their explanation 
historically earlier phonological rules which no longer apply, either be-
cause the original conditioning environment has been obliterated or be-
cause the rules are simply no longer productive. 
In Hausa, the discovery of the vowel lowering rule *ii/*uu > ee/oo 
allows us to account in a natural way for certain constructions involving 
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synchronic vowel alternations which formerly were treated as completely 
unrelated. One is the seldom-discussed alternation between verbs and corre-
sponding ablauted verbal nouns; the other is the well-known (but unex-
plained) alternation between pre-noun and pre-pronoun forms of grade 2 
(= "changing") verbs. This is not to say that the historical sound change in 
itself solves all the problems in connection with these constructions; 
but it seems clear that the sound change lies at the heart of these present-
day alternations and thus that it provides the key for understanding how 
these alternations came about. 
3.1. Ab/outed secondary verbal nouns 
In addition to its normal verbal nouns, Hausa has functionally similar 
verbal nouns, which, since Abraham (1959), have come to be known as 
"secondary verbal nouns" (2vn's).8 Among the many morphological 
forms of 2vn's, there is one characterized by final -aa, Hi-Lo tone, and 
an ablauted medial vowel. The following list shows that this formation 
type is less rare and less "irregular" than usually implied. 
(12) Verb 2vn Verb 2vn 
'flay' feedtia fiidiu! 'beat' dookaa duukaa 
'pare' feeree fiiriuz 'rub' googaa guugila 
'throw at' jeefaa jiiflfp 'sharpen' koodiu! kuudfil!, 
'tan' jeemila jiimiza 'pierce' sookaa suukila 
'smith' keerila kiirria 'scratch' soostia suusaa 
'scrape' reeda(! riidti(! 'fry' sooyiuz suuyria 
'shake' reegria riigiuz 'bum' tooyila tuuyria 
'winnow' sheekda shiikaa 
'comb out' tsee[ee tsiifria 
'dip out' de~bee diipria 
Surprisingly, this formation type has received little attention by Hausa-
ists in spite of its somewhat unusual status within the language and the im-
portance traditionally ascribed to ablaut in typological/comparative studies 
(e.g. Klingenheben 1930/31; Lukas 1937/38). It has just been taken for 
granted that morphologically-conditioned ablaut occurs in the formation 
of these particular 2vn's and that the change is from the mid vowels ee 
and oo to the high vowels ii and uu, respectively. Viewed historically, 
however, it seems clear that the basic mechanism was phonological, not 
morphological, and that the direction of change was the reverse, i.e. that 
it is the 2vn form with its long high medial and neutral final vowel which 
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has preserved the original medial vowel whereas the present-day verb 
forms are the result of the application of the general vowel lowering rule. 
The 2vn's fiiraa and guugaa, for example, would thus originally have been 
derived, not by a process of ablaut, but by direct addition of an -aa suffix 
and Hi-Lo tone to the lexical roots *fiir- and •guug-, which underlay all 
related verbal and nominal fonns. The alternation in the root vowel that 
now exists between verbs and 2vn's, and which synchronically has to be 
described by an ad hoc ee/oo + ii/uu rule, is due to the fact that the verb 
fonns have undergone the historically regular *ii/*uu > ee/oo change. 
3.1.1. The above analysis of course requires that the verb have had a final 
mid vowel in at least some fonn(s) in order to condition the vowel lowering. 
Since internal evidence clearly favors a front vowel,9 the presumed final 
mid vowel must have been -e. The analysis also requires that one or a com-
bination of these forms with -e have been important enough to serve as 
the basis for a new, generalized verb base on which all verb fonns would 
then be built. The following examples illustrate the hypothetical develop-
ment: 
(13) *riige > 
•suuke > 
reege 
sooke 
> 
> 
0 
reeg-
0sook-
'to shake' 
'to pierce' 
The hypothesis that Hausa verbs were remodelled on a form ending 
in -e seems likely. Indentifying this fonn is a more difficult question. 
One possibility is that is was the pre-pronoun verb fonn with final -ee, 
e.g. taa dookee ni 'she beat me'. Although the verbs in (12) are listed 
in three different "gradt( forms, 10 gr. l, gr. 2, and gr. 4, they all can be 
assumed to have originally been gr. 2 verbs, i.e. the historical reflexes 
of the Chadic "schwa-class" (Newman 1973, 1975; Schuh 1977). They 
all would thus have had a pre-pronoun fonn with final -ee (see sec. 3.2), 
and this fonn, in contrast to the pre-noun fonn with final -i (the under-
lying fonn), would necessarily have had a lowered medial vowel, e.g. 
(14) Pre-pronoun fonn 
feeree 
reed et: 
dookee 
sooyee 
(not ??fiiree) 
(not ??riidet:) 
(not ??duukee) 
(not ??suuyee) 
Pre-noun (basic) form 
vs. *fiiri 
vs. *riidi 
vs. *duuki 
vs. *suuyi 
(cf. PB *duku) 
(cf. PB *suru) 
Similarly, grade 4 (totality) verbs and statives have a final -e(e) and 
thus also would have required that the stem vowel be mid, e.g. 
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(15) gr. 4 reegee (not ??riigee) 
gr. 4 googee (not ??guugee) 
stative tseefe (not ??tsiife) 
stative tooye (not ??tUuye) 
Even if one cannot determine at this time precisely what the form with 
-e was that conditioned the lowering of the stem vowels, one can be sure 
that it was an essential form in the verbal system as a whole and not limit-
ed to just those verbs that in present-day Hausa happen to have corre-
sponding ablauted 2vn's. Almost all verbs with medial ee and oo can thus 
be presumed originally to have had medial ii and uu even though they may 
not synchronically exhibit alternations involving these vowels, e.g. 
(16) feestia 'spew'< *feese < *fiise (cf. PB. *fisu) 
tooftia 'spit'< *toofe < *tuufe (cf. PB *tufu) 
kooyaa 'learn' < *kooye < *kuuye (cognate with Kanakuru kuke?) 
As in the case of the surface exceptions to the vowel lowering rule in 
nouns, some explanation will have to be found for the long high vowels 
found in verbs that have remained as such, e.g. ciizaa 'bite', buudet: 'open'. 
But it should be noted that apart from verbs such as shuuklia 'sow' ( < 
*sipka) and cuuraa 'knead into balls' ( < *tibra), where the long high vowel 
has come from a lost syllable-final consonant, medial long high vowels in 
Hausa verbs are much less common than the corresponding mid vowels. 
3.2. Vowel alternation in grade 2 verbs 
The vowel alternation in Hausa that has best captured the attention 
of linguists is that found in the "changing verbs" (Abraham 1959), i.e. 
the grade 2 verbs of Parsons (1960). The ·alternation here is between final 
-aa, -ee, and -i depending on whether the verb has no direct object, a pro-
noun direct object, or a noun direct object, e.g. 
( 17) taa sayaa 
taa sayee sit 
taa sdyi zanee 
'she bought (it)' 
'she bought them' 
'she bought a cloth' 
In Newman ( 1973) I suggested that the alternation could be seen ., 
less arbitrary than usually assumed if (a) the form with -i were take~ 
basic, 11 (b) the final -ee were viewed as phonologically derived from _,els 
an intermediate stage in which the underlying -i (like all verb· final vow 
was lengthened before a pronoun object, and (c) the fina~ -aa .were~ 
coming from a different morphological form and not denved 1Il any 
sense from the underlying verb form with -i. 12 
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The major problem with proposal (b ), the only one of the three that I 
shall discuss here, was that there didn't seem to be any phonological 
reason in present-day Hausa why lengthened -i should change to ee. Now 
that we have a historical vowel lowering rule, we can assume that it was in 
some way responsible for the -i/-ee alternation. The explanation for the 
conditioning environment, however, turns out to be extremely compli· 
cated, depending on a complex interplay of phonological and morpho· 
logical factors. Without going into a full discussion of the details, I would 
like to sketch out the general lines of the probable development. 
3.2.l. West Chadic languages commonly have two different object pro-
noun paradigms: one is a "free" set, typically used as direct object in basic 
tenses; the other is a bound, suffixed set, used as Intransitive Copy Pro· 
noun, indirect object, and also, in the case of some verbs and tenses, as 
direct object. The bound set is often the same as or very similar to the pos· 
sessive pronoun set. On the basis of the pattern of pronoun sets found in 
the languages most closely related to Hausa (see Kraft 1974, Schuh 1978), 
one can also reconstruct two object pronoun paradigms for Proto-Hausa: 
(18) Free Direct Object Set 
l sg *ni 1 pl •mu 
2m *kd 2 pl *ku 
2f *ki 
3m *si 3 pl •su 
3f *td 
(19) Bound Object Set 
1 sg •-no 1 pl •-mu 
2m *-ko 2 pl *-ku 
2f *·ki 
3m •-ni 3 pl •-su 
3f •-to 
Reflexes of the entire free set (18) can still be seen, e.g. in the direct 
object pronouns of gr. 1 verbs, e.g. yaa kaamiza ni 'he caught me', yaa 
t.mda ka 'he caught you', etc. The original bound set (19) is no longer 
IO evident, and synchronically its existence has never been suggested. 
rtheless, in some respects it is not so different from the direct object 
(1
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ouns of gr. 2 verbs. For example, as recognized clearly by Pilszczikowa 
'flhit:.9), the object pronouns of gr. 2 verbs must be treated as suffixes, 
h are more tightly bound to the verb than are the object pronouns 
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of gr. 1 verbs. Second, these pronouns are characterized by Lo tone (see 
sec. 3.2.2 following). 13 Note, moreover, that if the bound set (incJudq 
the pronoun fonns no, ko, to) represented the paradigm that gr. 2 verbs 
used as direct objects, one would have, in some persons at ]east, the mis-
sing conditioning factor for the ii to ee change. I would like to suggest, 
therefore, that this in fact was the case: the bound pronoun set as recon-
structed in (19) originally constituted the direct object paradigm of gr. 2 
verbs. The consequences of this assumption in terms of the vowel lowerin& 
rule and the -i/-ee alternation can be seen in the fo])owing examples: 
{20) *ta silkii-no .-. *ta siJkee-no 'she released me' 
(cf. *ta silki biri 'she released the monkey') 
*ta siJarii-ko .-. *ta siJaree-ko 'she slashed you (m)' 
(cf. *ta siJari yaaro 'she slashed the boy') 
*ta silyii-to .-. *ta sayee-to 'she bought it {f)' 
(cf. *ta silyi kiJaza 'she bought a chicken') 
The pronouns not ending in -o would not have conditioned the vowel lower-
ing and thus for some period of time there would have been surface varia-
tion in the verb forms: 
(21) * ... stikee-no * ... siJkii-mu 
• ... silkee-ko • ... sakii-ku 
* ... stikii-ki 
• ... silkii-ni • ... silkii-mu 
• ... siJkee-to 
Subsequently, two things happened: (a) the entire bound pronoun para-
digm (except for tone) was replaced by the free object set, as a result of 
which *silkee-to, for example, became siJkee-tiJ; and {b) the verb final-ee 
was reinterpreted as a pre-pronoun marker and spread to all persons, in· 
eluding those where it was not phonologically conditioned by the form of 
the pronoun, e.g. *stikii-mu > siJkee-mu. Exactly how these two factors 
related to one another sequentially or causally I cannot say; but the result 
was a completely restructured system in which the evidence for the origi-
nally phonological basis of the -ee before pronoun objects, and thus of 
the -i/-ee alternation, was completely obliterated. 
3.2.2. Generally speaking, direct object pronouns in Hausa are described 
as having polar tone, i.e. being opposite in tone to the tone of ihe pre· 
ceding syllable, e.g. 
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(22) grade 1 grade 2 
... sakee ta 'release it' ... dasiza ta 'transplant it' 
... ciriza kd 'raise you' ... tambayee ka 'ask you' 
With gr. 1 verbs of more than 2 syllables, however, the polarity rule 
fails to apply, e.g. 
(23) ... dtiakustia ta 'blunt it' (not ??dtiakustia ta) 
... tsborattia kd 'frighten you' 
A further exception to the tonal polarity rule is provided by gr. 1 verbs 
in the imperative regardless of the number of syllables, e.g. 
(24) dastia ta 'transplant it!' 
ts<'Jorattia ta 'frighten her!' 
In most accounts of Hausa, these violations of the tonal polarity rule 
are simply shunted aside. The only serious attempt to account for these 
anomalous forms is by Leben ( 1971 ), who offers an ingenious solution 
based on the extrinsic ordering of the pronoun polarity rule and another 
(well-motivated) rule that raises final Lo-Lo sequences to Lo-Hi if the 
final vowel is long, e.g. 
(25) 
"'· .. dtiakUsaa ta 
"'dasiza ta 
polarity 
-+ 
raising 
daakusaa ta -+ 
aasaa ta ... 
dtiakustia ta 
dasaa ta 
The real explanation for the exceptions to the polarity rule, however, is 
that there is no polarity! The tones of the pronouns in (23) and (24) are 
Hi simply because they are inherently Hi. The difference in tone between 
the direct object pronouns of gr. 1 verbs (always Hi) and those of gr. 2 
verbs (always Lo)14 is due, not to synchronic tonal polarity, but to the 
fact that historically they derive from two different pronoun paradigms, 
the free set (18) in the first case, the bound set (19) in the other, e.g . 
. . . ddsaa ta < "'dasaa ta vs .... stikee ta < "'sakee- to. 
4. SUMMARY 
Proto-Hausa can be reconstructed with the following 2-3-5 vowel 
system: 
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(26) Initial Medial Final 
i i/ii u/uu i u 
e 0 
a a/aa a 
The major source of the medial ee's and oo's that are found in present-day 
Hausa was a regular sound law lowering long high vowels to mid in the en-
vironment of a following mid vowel. This sound law accounts for phono-
tactic patterns in the nominal system and helps to explain synchronic 
vowel alternations in the verbal system, namely the ee/oo vs. ii/uu alterna-
tion between verbs and "ablauted" verbal nouns, and the -i vs. -ee alterna-
tion between the pre-noun and pre-pronoun forms of grade 2 verbs. 
NOTES 
1. In many Bole group languages, final /a/ in monosyllabic verbs is long. This could 
possibly be a feature going all the way back to Proto-West Chadic. The source for an 
of the Bole group examples and PB reconstructions cited in this paper is Schuh (1978). 
2. In citing examples, real or reconstructed, long vowels are indicated by double 
vowels, short vowels by a single vowel. Lo tone is indicated by a grave accent (a or 
aa); Hi tone is usually left unmarked, although where needed it is indicated by an 
acute accent (a or aa). Hypothetical forms are marked by •. Ungrammatical fonns 
are marked by ?? • 
3. Schuh proposes that the lost article was a previous reference marker •-i. Green-
berg does not attempt to reconstruct the article as such, but does assume that it was 
a single form which did not vary for gender or number. In my opinion, a better hypo-
thesis is that the lost article was not a single vocalic suffix, but rather was a gender/ 
number sensitive deictic with two forms: •-n (plus lengthening of the preceding voweO 
with masculine and plural nouns, •-aat with feminine nouns, e.g. mijii 'husband' < 
•miziin < •mizi + -n; wutaa 'fire' < •wutaat < •wuti + -aat. For a similar procea 
of morphophonological lengthening before the article -n in Bade, see Schuh (1974/ 
75); for the idea of the feminine-tin Hausa being part of the noun stem, see Skinner 
(1975). 
4. The best example of a direct /i/ vs. /u/ contrast in a comparable environment Is 
the following pair taken from the Gwandara "dialect" (Matsushita 1972): buci 'ashes' 
vs. biri 'monkey', cf. PB •bu to and •bido, respectively. 
S. This is not to say that PH didn't have palatal consonants - I think that it did-
but that in most cases, palatal consonants come from a process of palatalizatioa iD 
the environment of a front vowel. 
6. Parsons (1970) analyzes Hausa long vowels as sequences of short vowel+ lllllf-
vowel, i.e. ii = iy, uu = uw, aa = ah, and ee and oo = ah with extensive~ a~ W .PJf» 
ody. While the system might work for ii and uu - and in a few words IS historicll1 
accurate - there is nothing to recommend it for aa, ee, or oo. From a Chadic pa-
spective, the long vowels are best treated as long vowels. My use of double ~tterl 
(i.e. aa for i) is simply a transcription device. For purposes of this pa?er, I have~ 
ed the diphthongs /ai/ and /au/, even though syn chronically l conS1der them 11 
diphthongs and not as sequences of vowel+ semivowel (Newman 1978).. ~ 
7. Note that buushiyaa could not come directly from the yhon.ol~ fi,.... 
sible form •buusi since the feminative of nouns with underlying H~ tone-• is U:. 
with -aa, not -iyaa. This morphological rule and the vowel lowenng rule~ bf' 1 
gether, explain why feminine nouns ending in -iyaa are not normally pro 
long high vowel, a phonotactic restriction not previously noted. 
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8. The grammatical distinction between the various verbal noun forms in Hausa 
has never been adequately described. I am indebted to Claude Gouffe (through per-
sonal communication) for helping to clarify my ideas on the subject. 
9. In CVCV verbs (apart from grade 3 verbs which end in -a), a semivowel in C2 
position is always /y /, not /w/. If the underlying final vowel of the verb were a back, 
rounded vowel, one would expect the restriction on the occurrence of the semivowels 
to be the opposite. 
10. For an explanation of the Hausa "grade system", see Parsons (1960) and New-
man (1973). 
11. Leben and Bagari (197 5) have presented arguments why synchronically one 
might want to continue to treat the citation form with final -aa as basic. In any case, 
this would not affect the historical claim about the basicness of the -i form. 
12. The probable explanation for the -aa form is to be found hidden away in a foot-
note in Lukas (1963:168n), namely that it originally was a verbal noun which came 
to be used in place of the finite verb when no object was expressed. 
13, Perhaps more consistent with the idea that these pronouns are suffixes is Pilsz-
czikowa's (1969) analysis, in which the pronouns have no tone of their own, but 
rather are assigned tone in accordance with the general tonal pattern of the verb stem. 
1 shall, nevertheless, continue to treat them as inherently Lo in order to contrast 
them with the inherently Hi free direct object pronouns. 
14. In the imperative, the direct object pronoun of a gr. 2 verb is high, e.g. sayee-hi 
1>uy it!'. This is because the object suffix has been fused in the verb stem before the 
assignment of the Lo .. . Hi imperative pattern. 
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